
RADIAL TYPE HYDRAULIC MACHINE

Technical Field

The present invention relates to a radial type hydraulic

machine which prevents imbalance in a radial direction that

works on a pintle in the hydraulic machine in a radial type

piston pump, a radial type piston motor, a radial type

alternating pump or the like as the radial type hydraulic

machine.

Background Art

In conventional radial type hydraulic machines, a Hele

Shaw type radial piston pump with both ends of a cylinder block

rotatably supported (Refer especially to FIG. 7 in "Yasuo KITA:

HYDRAULIC AND PNEUMATIC ART, Vol. 40, No. 13, PP.

6-11, 2001", for example). A radial type pump which prevents

imbalance in a radial direction of hydraulic pressure acting on a

pintle is known (Refer especially to lines 66 to 67 in column 3,

lines 25 to 40 in column 6, and FIG. 1 and FIG. 3 in the U. S.

Patent No. 3087473, for example).

The above-described Hele Shaw type radial piston pump

will be explained with use of FIG. 8. A low pressure port 33

and a high pressure port 32 are formed in a pintle 31 which is

supported al a motor case 30 to be incapable of rotating, and



pressure oil is sucked from the low pressure port 33 into a

cyli „der 36 formed inside a cylinder block 35 regionally

driven by a ro.aring shaft 34. The cylinder block 35 is

s upPor,ed by .he moror case 30 a, borh ends via bearings 37,

5 and by rorarion of .he cylinder block 35, a slipper 40 supporred

al a UP end porrion of a pisron 38 via a pin 39 is slid along an

inner circumference surface of a f.oa.ing ring 41. In .his

siiua.ion, .he pressure oil sucked from .he low pressure por, 33

is pressurized ,0 be pressure oil a. high pressure, which is

,0 discharged ou.side .he pin.le 31 ihrough .he high pressure por.

32. The discharge amoun. of .he high pressure por, 32 can be

adjus.ed by moving .he floa.ing ring 41 in a direcrion

orrhogonal lo .he paper surface of FIG. 8.

,„ ,his Hele Shaw type radial pisron pump, the cylinder

15 block 35 is suppor.ed by .he mo.or case 30 via .he bearings 37,

and .he pin.le 3! is suppor.ed by .he mo.or case 30, iherefore

nraking it possible to keep a predetermined clearance between

the pin.le 3! and the cylinder block 35 in structure, namely

keep a clearance for fluid lubrication.

20 However, the pintle 31 is pressed against the low

pressure por, 33 side by ,tte pressure oi! of the high pressure

por, 32 formed in ,he pintle 31, and the pin.le 31 causes

imbalance in a radial direCion. The imbalance in the radial

direction makes the fluid lubrication as the lubrication a, the

25 S ide of the low pressure por, 33 boundary lubrication or me,a,



contact, thus causing a twist between the pintle 31 and an inner

circumference surface of the cylinder block 35. Occurrence

of the twist becomes conspicuous especially at low speed

rotation and at high pressure. This twist increases abrasion

5 between the pintle 31 and the cylinder block 35.

As a result, oil leakage increases, and pressure oil of the

high pressure port 32 flows out to a drain channel (not shown)

or the like formed in the pintle 31, or flows into the low

pressure port 33, thus making it impossible to take out high

10 pressure oil from the high pressure port 32. Consequently, the

pump operation cannot be performed, and a life as the pump is

shortened.

As a radial type pump which is constituted so that

^balance in the radial direction is not caused to the pintle by

15 the pressure oil of the high pressure port in the pintle, the same

k ind of radial type pump is disclosed in the U. S. Patent No.

3087473. This radial type pump will be explained with use of

FIG. 9 and FIG. 10.

FIG. 9 shows a section of the radial type pump, and FIG.

20 10 shows a section taken along the line 10-10 in FIG. 9. A

cylinder block 52 is supported at a pump case 50 via bearings

51 and fitted to a rotating input shaft 53. The pintle 55 is

provided slidaby in the cylinder block 52 and the pump case 50.

In the pintle 55, formed are a high pressure port 56, and a low

25 pressure port 57, and cancel ports 58 and 59 for preventing



imbalance in the radial direction by high pressure port 56,

which are formed at regions of both side portions of the low

pressure port 57, and two of each of which are formed in a

circumferential direction (see FIG. 10). The pressure oil of

5 the high pressure port 56 is supplied to the cancel ports 58 via a

passage 60 formed inside the pintle 55, and the pressure oil of

the high pressure port 56 is supplied to the cancel port 59 via a

passage 61 formed inside the pintle 55.

A known cylinder 64, a piston 65, a piston shoe 66 and

10 the like are constituted in a cylinder bore section 63 of the

cylinder block 52, which constitute a pump function with an

eccentric cam ring 67. A direction of the force, which the

pintle 55 presses to the side of the low pressure port 57 by the

pressure oil of the high pressure port 56, and a direction of a

15 resultant force of the pressing forces of the cancel ports 58 and

59 two of each of which are formed at two spots respectively

are balanced. Consequently, a balance in the radial direction

of the pintle 55 is kept.

However, in the aforementioned radial type pump, one

20 end side of the cylinder block 52 is supported at one side by the

bearing 51, and the other end side is supported by the pintle 55.

Due to this, load forces in the radial direction occurring

between the eccentric cam ring 67, and the piston 65 of the

cylinder bore section 63 and the piston shoe 66 are supported by

25 the bearing 51 and the pintle 55. The forces in the radial



direction bend a free end portion of the cylinder block 52 for

the cylinder block 52 supported at one side with the bearing 51

as a fulcrum.

As a result, a twist is caused between the cylinder block

5 52 and the pintle 55. The twist occurring between the

cylinder block 52 and the pintle 55 increases abrasion between

the cylinder block 52 and the pintle 55, enlarges a clearance

between the cylinder block 52 and the pintle 55, and as a result,

oil leakage, which is the pressure oil of the high pressure port

10 56 flowing out to a drain as it is, or flowing into the low

pressure port 57, increases. Consequently, the life as the

pump is shortened.

As shown in FIG. 10, each of the cancel ports 58 and 59

has its ports formed at two spots in the radial direction of the

15 pintle 55. Therefore, it is difficult to form the cancel ports to

keep the balance of the force acting on each of the cancel ports

58 and 59 by the placement positions of the ports at two spots in

each of the cancel ports 58 and 59. It is especially difficult to

set the vector direction of the totaled force of the pressing

20 forces from the total of four ports of the cancel ports 58 and 59

and the vector direction of the force acting from the high

pressure port 56 on the same straight line. When both the

vector directions are not on the same straight line, the force

acts on the pintle 55 as rotation moment, which becomes the

25 cause of occurrence of the twist between the cylinder block 52



and the pintle 55.

Consequently, in the conventional pump, imbalance in

the radial direction of the pintle is caused by the pressure oil

acting on the pintle, and the cylinder block is bent by the

pressing forces acting between the eccentric cam ring, and the

piston and the piston shoe, whereby a twist occurs between the

cylinder block and the pintle. Even if there is no difficulty in

adopting the aforementioned constitution which does not cause

the imbalance in the radial direction to the pintle by the

pressure oil of the high pressure port in the pintle in the support

constitution of the cylinder block in the Hele Shaw type radial

piston pump, the following problem still exists as described

above.

Since each of the cancel ports 58 and 59 has the ports

formed at two spots in the circumferential direction of the

pintle, it is difficult to form the respective ports at the

placement positions of the ports at two spots in each of the

cancel ports 58 and 59 so that the force acting on each of the

cancel ports can be balanced. It is especially difficult to set

the vector direction of the totaled force of the pressing forces

from the total of four spots of the cancel ports 58 and 59, and

the vector direction of the force acting from the high pressure

port on the same straight line. Since an end portion of the

cylinder block 35 and the rotating shaft 34 are constituted

separately in a Hele shaw type radial piston motor, the length in



a
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shaft direction of the piston motor becomes large, and it is

difficult to make the piston motor compact.

Summary of the Invention

The present invention has its object to solve the

above-described conventional problem and provide a radial type

hydraulic machine which prevents a cylinder block from being

bent by a pressing force acting between an eccentric cam ring,

10 and a piston and a piston shoe, and which does not cause

^balance in a radial direction of a pintle by pressure oil acting

on the pintle.

I„ order .o attain the above-described object, a radial

lvpc hydraulic machine according to the present invention

IS comprises: a pintle, which is supporled a, a casing of a radial

, ype hydranlic machine to be incapable of rotating, and has a

high pressure port and a low pressure porr, and port passages

communicating with the high pressure port and the low pressure

port, respectively; a cylinder block relatively ro.atable with

20 respect to the pintle; and cylinder bore section, which

communicates with .he high pressure per, and the ,ow pressure

port by switching between them a. the time of rotation of the

cyl.nder block, and includes a plurality of cylinders; and .he

cyli „de, block is supported via bearings a, bo.h sides wi.h ,he

25 cylinder bore section berween them to be ro.atable with respect
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to the casing, and one end of the cylinder block is connected to

a rotating shaft of the radial type hydraulic machine; and cancel

ports for balancing with a radial force from the high pressure

port, which acts on the pintle, are formed at regions of the

5 pintle, to which the high pressure port opposes, and pressure oil

of the high pressure port is introduced into the cancel ports.

According to the above constitution, the rotating shaft is

connected to the one end of the cylinder block, and the cylinder

block is supported at the casing at both ends via the bearings at

10 both sides with the cylinder bore section between them. Due

to this, the load force acting on the cylinder bore section at the

time of operation of the radial type hydraulic machine, namely,

the pressing force, which acts between the eccentric cam ring,

and the piston and the piston shoe provided inside the cylinder

15 bore, can be balanced at the bearings and reliably supported.

In the cylinder block described in the above-described

Hele shaw type radial piston pump, both end portions supported

by bearings are in a hollow shape and fitted to the rotating shaft.

On the other hand, the present invention has the constitution in

20 which the one end portion of the cylinder block is connected to

the rotating shaft, and therefore the one end portion of the

cylinder block supported with the bearing can be made solid.

Due to this, the rigidity of the cylinder block end portion,

which is applied to the bearing portion, can be enhanced, so

25 that the bending amount of the cylinder block can be reduced to



be small, thus making it possible to prevent the occurrence of a

twist between the cylinder block and the pintle reliably as

compared with the aforementioned Hele Shaw type radial piston

pump.

The cancel ports for balancing with the radial force from

the high pressure port acting on the pintle are formed at the

regions to which the high pressure port opposes in the pintle,

whereby formation of the cancel port is facilitated as compared

with that in the U. S. Patent No. 3087473. In addition, the

cancel ports are formed at the regions to which the high

pressure port opposes, and thereby balance with the radial force

from the high pressure port can be easily kept.

The same pressure oil as that of the high pressure port

can be introduced into the cancel port, or the pressure oil

corresponding to the port area of the cancel ports can be

additionally introduced correspondingly to the port area of the

high pressure port and the pressure oil of the high pressure port.

The port area will be explained in the embodiment.

As described above, according to the present invention

in application, balance with the radial force acting on the pintle

by the high pressure port can be kept, in addition to that the

load force acting on the cylinder bore section can be balanced

with the bearings and reliably supported. Consequently, the

hydraulic machine can be smoothly operated for a long period

5 of time without causing a twist between the cylinder block and
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the pintle.

,„ ,he radial .ype hydrauHc machine, .he cancel pons

may be formed a, bo,h side regions of .he low pressnre por.

a,o„g a crrcnmfcren.ia, direc.ion of .he pin.le each in a shape

5 orpine of a narrows,!,. According .o .his cons.r.a.ion, .he

cancel por.s can be formed a. .he pin.le wirhou. changing .he

lengrh in .he axial direc.ion of .he pin.le.

,„ ,h. radial rype hydraulic machine, .he pressure oil of

high pressure por. is inrroduced in,o rhe eance, pons, and

10 each of hydrosra.ic bearing capaciries on a por, area by .he

cancel pons, and a por, area by ,he high pressure por, may be

mad e ecual. According ,0 .his co„s,i,u,ion, ,he radial force

fr„m ,he high pressure por, can be ba.anced by ,he cancel pons

with stability.

1S ,„ addi.ion, each of the hydros.a.ic bearing capaciiies

on lh c por, area, which is ob.ained ...» .h. wid,» in ,he axia,

direc,ionof,he pin.le in tb. cancel pons in a sli, shape

prov ,d=d a, ,he bo.h side regions of tb. low pressure por, and

lh , width of .he land por.ions adjacen, ,0 ,he cancel pons, and

prt!sm p.r, in ,he axia, direcion of.he pinUe and ,be wid.h

of lhe ,and ponions adjacen, ,0 ,»e high pressure por,, is made

equ a,. Due ,0 ,his, ,h« radia, force from ,he high pressure

p0( , can be ba,a„ced wi,» ,»c cance, pons. Here, , he land

25 ponion is ,»e ponion where ,he por, is no, formed on ,h. ou.e,
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circumference surface of the pintle, and the width of the land

portion is assumed to be the length from the cancel port with

which one land portion is in contact to the low pressure port.

Especially by forming a pair of cancel ports formed at the both

side regions of the low pressure port at the symmetrical

positions with respect to the low pressure port, the radial force

from the high pressure port is made more uniform to the bearing

and balanced in the stable state.

In the radial type hydraulic machine, ports for low

pressure each in a shape of a line of a narrow slit may be formed

at both side regions of the high pressure port along the

circumferential direction of the pintle, which are the regions of

the pintle to which the low pressure port opposes, and pressure

oil of the low pressure port may be introduced into the ports for

low pressure. According to this constitution, the radial force

to the pintle by the low pressure port can be balanced with the

ports for low pressure, and the port area of the high pressure

port can be reliably defined by the width of the land portions

between the ports for low pressure and the high pressure port.

The cancel ports can be always placed at the regions of

the pintle, which oppose to the high pressure port, in which

direction the cylinder block may rotate, for the pintles in a

hydraulic motor, an alternating pump, a pump / motor as the

radial type hydraulic machine, and the ports for low pressure

can be also placed at the regions of the pintle to which the low
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pressure port opposes.

Due to this, the load on the bearings for supporting the

cylinder block can be reduced. Since the load on the bearings

can be reduced in the radial type hydraulic machine of a tandem

5 type or the like provided with a plurality of rows of cylinders,

the bearing for the type with one cylinder row can be used

without using the bearing for a plurality of cylinder rows, thus

making it possible to reduce the constitution of the bearing

portion in size.

10 in the radial type hydraulic machine, each of hydrostatic

bearing capacities on a port area by the ports for low pressure

and a port area by the low pressure port may be made equal.

According to this constitution, the radial force to the pintle by

the low pressure port can be reliably balanced with the ports for

15 low pressure. Consequently, the load applied onto the

bearings of the cylinder block can be further reduced.

The radial type hydraulic machine is a radial type

hydraulic machine having a plurality of rows of the cylinders in

the cylinder bore section, and the cancel ports may be formed at

20 regions to which the high pressure port in each row opposes in

the pintle. According to this constitution, the force in the

radial direction to the pintle by the high pressure port can be

balanced in each row.

In the radial type hydraulic machine, ports for low

u in n sh-me of a line of a narrow slit may be formed
25 pressure each in a shape oi a nut
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a, bo.h side reg.ons of the high pressure port along the

ci ,cumferen,ial direction of the pintle in the each row, which

are the regions of .he pintle to which the low pressure por, in

lhe each row opposes, each of hydrostaUc bearing capacities on

5 a por, area by the porrs for low pressure and a por, area by the

,ow pressure por, corresponding «o .b. por.s for low pressure

may be made er.ua,, and pressure .11 of ,he low pressure por, is

i„„„duced into each of the por,s for low pressure.

According ,o .he above cons.i.u.ion, .he pons for low

10 pressure are formed a. .be regions of ,he pin.U ,0 which ,he low

pressure por. opposes in each row of a plurali.y of rows, and .be

pressure oil of ,he low pressure por, is in.roduced ,n,o .he ports

for low pressure. Due ,o ,his, .be radial force ,o the pin.U by

, h « low pressure por, can be ba,anced wi.h the porrs for low

15 pressure, and the por, area of .he high pressure por. can be

reliab.y defined by ,he widrh of .he land por.ions be.ween .he

por.s for low pressure and .he high pressure por,.

,„ a hydraulic mo.or, an alrerna.ing pump, and a pump /

mo.or as .he radial .ype hydraulic machine cons.iru.ed wirh a

20 p,ura,i,y of rows, for each pin.le of ,bem, ,he eance, por.s can

be always placed a, the regions of ,he pl.tl. opposing .. .he

hig h pressure por,, in which direcion .he cylinder biocK may be

rora.ed. Due ,o .his, the por.s for low pressure can be also

p.aced a, ,he regions of ,he pin.le, ,0 which .he low pressure

25 por, opposes. ,n addi.ion, ,he load on ,he bearings supposing
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the cylinder block can be reduced, and a compact bearing for a

type with one cylinder row can be used without using the

bearing for a plurality of cylinder rows, thus making it possible

to reduce the constitution of the bearing portion in size.

5 In the radial type hydraulic machine, the high pressure

port in each row may be evenly placed at the position in the

circumferential direction of the pintle. According to this

constitution, the pressure from the high pressure port can be

balanced in the circumferential direction of the pintle. By

10 adjusting the placement position of the high pressure port in

each row with respect to the axial direction of the pintle, the

pressure by the high pressure port in the axial direction of the

pintle can be balanced.

15 Brief Description of the Drawings

FIG. 1 is a sectional side view of a radial type variable

displacement pump according to an embodiment of the present

20

25

invention;

FIG. 2 is a sectional side view of a radial type variable

displacement pump of a tandem type according to the

embodiment;

FIG. 3 is an outline view of a pintle according to the

embodiment;

FIG. 4 is a sectional view of the pintle according to the
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embodiment;

FIG. 5 is a surface development of the pintle according

to the embodiment;

FIG. 6A and FIG. 6B are explanatory views showing

5 pressure states in ports,

FIG. 6A shows a pressure state when taken along the

cutting-plane line 6A-6A in FIG. 5, and

FIG. 6B shows a pressure state when taken along the

cutting-plane line 6B-6B in FIG. 5;

10 FIG. 7A to FIG. 7D are sectional views in respective

sections in FIG. 3,

FIG. 7A shows a section along the line 7A-7A in FIG. 3,

FIG. 7B shows a section along the line 7B-7B in FIG. 3,

FIG. 7C shows a section along the line 7C-7C in FIG. 3, and

15 FIG. 7D shows a section along the line 7D-7D in FIG. 3;

FIG. 8 is a sectional side view of a Hele Shaw type

radial piston pump in a prior art;

FIG. 9 is a sectional view of a radial type pump in a

prior art; and

FIG. 10 is a sectional view along the line 10-10 in FIG.

20

9.

Best Mode for Carrying out the Invention

25 A P re ferred embodiment of the present invention will be
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concretely explained below based on the attached drawings.

The present invention can be effectively applied to a hydraulic

machine including a pintle in which a high pressure port and a

low pressure port are formed, and a constitution in which a

5 cylinder block is supported to be relatively rotatable with

respect to the pintle, and a cylinder bore section having a

plurality of cylinders communicates with the high pressure port

and the low pressure port to be switchable between them, in a

radial type hydraulic machine such as, for example, a radial

10 type pump, a radial type motor, or a radial type alternating

pump. As the hydraulic machine, a fixed displacement type

and variable displacement type hydraulic machines are

included.

The explanation will be made with use of a radial type

15 variable displacement pump as the embodiment of the present

invention. However, the radial type hydraulic machine of the

present invention in application is not limited to the radial type

variable displacement pump, but it can be applied to any radial

type hydraulic machine such as a radial type motor or a radial

20 type alternating pump which is a radial type irrespective of a

fixed displacement type or a variable displacement type, or a

single row type or a double row type in terms of a cylinder row.

FIG. 1 shows a sectional side view of the radial type

variable displacement pump. FIG. 2 shows a sectional side

25 view of a radial type variable displacement pump of a tandem
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type. As the tandem type, the type in which a plurality of

cylinders provided in a radial direction of a cylinder bore

section constituting a piston section are provided in two rows is

shown. Here, a constitution and operation of a radial type

variable displacement pump with one cylinder row will be

explained first with use of FIG. 1, and constitutions of cancel

ports and ports for low pressure will be explained next with use

of FIG. 2 to FIG. 7D.

As shown in FIG. 1, the radial type variable pump

supports a pintle 3 to be incapable of rotating with respect to a

casing 1 and movable a very small amount in an axial direction

of the pintle 3, and the casing 1 supports a cylinder block 4 to

be relatively rotatable with respect to the pintle 3. One end

portion of the cylinder block 4 is connected to a rotating shaft 5,

and at both end portions of a cylinder bore section 6, the

cylinder block 4 is supported at the casing 1 via bearings 7.

The cylinder block 4 can be constituted integrally with the

rotating shaft 5. The pintle 3 is supported to be movable by a

very small amount in the axial direction, but it can be fixed to

be incapable of rotating with respect to the casing 1. A seal 8

such as a floating seal is provided between the rotating shaft 5

and the casing 1 to seal an inside of the casing 1 hermetically.

A plurality of cylinders 10 are formed in a radius

direction of the cylinder bore section 6, a piston 11 is slidably

provided in each of the cylinders 10, and a piston shoe 12 is
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rotatably supported at a tip end of the piston 11. The piston

shoe 12 slides along an inner circumference surface of an

eccentric cam ring 2, which is slidably supported in the casing 1,

and the piston shoe is positioned by a piston ring 13 so as to be

5 in sliding contact with the inner circumference surface of the

eccentric cam ring 2. A discharge capacity of the pump can be

changed by sliding the eccentric cam ring. 2.

A high pressure port 15 and a low pressure port 16

communicate with port passages 17 and 18 formed inside the

10 pintle 3, respectively, and the respective port passages 17 and

18 are connected to conduit lines (not shown) outside the casing

1 via ports 23 and 24. Cancel ports 20a and 20b are formed at

regions at both side portions of the low pressure port 16, which

are regions of the pintle 3 to which the high pressure port 15

15 opposes, and they are constituted so that the pressure oil of the

high pressure port 15 can be introduced into them via cancel

passages 21a and 21b. Drain channels 22 are formed at an

outer side portion of the cancel ports 20a and 20b. Placement

relationship and the like of the cancel ports 20a and 20b and the

20 low pressure port 16 will be described later with use of FIG. 2

to FIG. 7D.

Next, an operation of the radial type variable pump will

be explained with use of FIG. 1. By rotating the cylinder

block 4 by rotating the rotating shaft 5, the pressure oil, which

25 is introduced from the passage connected to the outside conduit
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,inea„ap tovWea inSlde. 1,eca Si„gl via lhepon 2. lHIoughlh =

pre SSure Por, f*. The ...... pressure ... is confessed by

... piston U perform a compression opera.ion from a

, „„ based on an eeeen.nei.y amoun. of a een.er of

suction operarion basea on a

„f ,K> eccentric cam ring 2 and

the inner circumference surtace of the eccen

• nf the cylinder block, and is discharged

a center of rotation ot the cyima

from , h e piston ffas.be pressure oii a, high pressure.

The pressure .... which is compressed to be .be bigb

the .asing ,om .be bigb pressure pot. f 5 v,a , be por, passage

„ , ,3 In this situation, par. of the pressure o.l

17 and the port 23. m mis

^ , be bigb pressure port 15 , a introduced into .be cance,

porls20 a and 20b, wbicb are formed at .be regions of botb stde

force to the pintle 3 by the bigb pressure por, 15.

As ,o, the Placemen, position of the cylinder bore

can be placed a, a cen.e, portionof.be bearings 7 for

supp„r,ing,he
cylinder bloc,4, and rbey can be placed a, , he

• , .hresoect to a center line between both

position symmetrical with respect

., ,w force in the radial direction

25 the bearings 7. Consequently, the torce
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of ,he pin.le 3 by .he pressure oil can be ba,a„ced in a s,ab,e

..... wi.hou. being biased. The bearings 7 for supposing .he

cylinder block 4 ean supper, a ioad foree aciing befween rhe

5 which ae,s on ,he eyiinder bore seeiion 6, in a s,a,ionari,y and

dynamical., stabilized s.a.e. Sinee ,he cy.inder bore sec.ion

6 is especial,, placed a, .he cen.er por.ion of both .he bearings

7, bo.h .he bearings 7 can evenly suppor, .he load force acting

on the cylinder bore section 6.

10 A cons.i.u.ion of .he cancel por.s and .he like will be

explained nex, wi.h use of .he radial .ype variable displacemen,

pump of .he .andem .ype wi.h use of FIG. 2 .o FIG. 5. The

radial .ype variable displacemen. pump of .he .andem .ype

shown in FIG. 2 differs from .he radial .ype of variable

15 displacemen, pump in FIG. 1 in .he poin, in which .he eccenlric

cam rings 2 and V and .he cylinder rows are provided in .wo

,„„. However, .he basic cons.i.u.ion of .he pump opera.ion

and .he like by .he eccen.ric cam rings 2 and 2' and .he pis.ons

11 and ir is .he same as in .he radial .ype variable

20 displacemen, pump in FIG. 1, and the same opera.ions are

provided. Thus, .he same reference numerals and symbols, or

,he same reference numerals and symbols wi.h - be.ng given

are used for .he component providing .he same operalions,

hereby .he cxplana.ion of .he cons, i.u. ions and .he op.ra,,o„s

25 will be omitted.
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In FIG. 2, a first high pressure port 15 and a second high

pressure port 15' are placed to be displaced in an axial

direction of the pintle 3, and are formed at the positions

symmetrical with respect to a center axis line of the pintle 3 at

5 180 degrees in the circumferential direction. A first eccentric

cam ring 2 and a second eccentric cam ring 2' have their

eccentricity directions arranged in the opposite directions from

each other. Namely, the first high pressure port 15 and the

second high pressure port 15' are arranged to be evenly placed

10 in the circumferential direction of the pintle 3, and the load

forces acting on the cylinder bore section 6 from the first row

and the second row of the cylinder rows act on the opposite

directions respectively, and can be balanced. Since the

cylinder bore section 6 is placed at the center portion of both

15 the bearings 7, both the bearings 7 can equally support the load

force acting on the cylinder bore section 6.

FIG. 3 shows an outline view of the pintle 3, FIG. 4

shows a sectional view of the pintle 3, and FIG. 5 shows a

surface development of the pintle 3. FIG. 7A to FIG. 7D show

20 respective sectional views in FIG. 3. As shown in an upper

side of FIG. 5, at a semicircle part side on the circumferential

surface of the pintle 3, which faces the cylinder bore section 6,

the drain channel 22, the cancel port 20a in a shape of a line of

a narrow slit, the low pressure port 16, the cancel port 20b in a

25 shape of a line of a narrow slit, a port 25a' for low pressure in a
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shape of a line of a narrow ,111. .ha high pressure por. 15% a

per, 25b' for low pressure in a shape of a line of a narrow sli.,

and ,he drain ehanne, 22 are formed along .he axia! diree.ion

from .he left to the right.

5 As shown in the lower sides of FIG. 3 and FIG.

remaining semicirele par, of .he cireumferen.ia, surface of the

pi.,l«. the drain ehanne, 22, a porr 25a for low pressure in a

, line of a narrow .11., a low pressure port 16', a caneel port

10 20b' in a shape of a Hue of a narrow slit, and the drain channel

22 are formed along .he axial direction from .he left .o .he

right.

Namely, .he ports 25a and 25b each formed in the shape

of a line of the narrow sli. are formed a> width positions of

a regions of bo.h side por.ions of .he high pressure pons 15, and

,he ports 25a' and 25b' each formed in .he shape of a line of the

narrow .11. are formed a, regions of both side portions of the

high pressure por. 15'. The cance, ports 20a and 20b each

formed in a shape of a line of .he narrow sli. are formed al

20 posi.ions of euua, width of regions of bo.h side por.ions of the

,ow pressure port 16, and the cance, ports 20a' and 20b' each

formed in a shape of a line of .he narrow sli. are formed a,

posi.ions of equal wid.h of reg.ons of bo.h side por.ions of .he

, 16' The drain channels 22 are formed at

low pressure port 16 . the arain e

25 the side of the both side end portions of these ports,
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respectively. The pressure oil of the opposing low pressure

ports 16 and 16' is introduced into the ports 25a, 25b, 25a' and

25b' for low pressure, respectively, but the port passages

communicating with the respective low pressure ports 16 and

16' are formed in common, and the pressure oil at the same

pressure can be introduced into each of the ports 25a, 25b, 25a'

and 25b' for low pressure.

Grooves each in a projected form are formed at tip ends

of the high pressure ports 15 and 15' and the low pressure ports

16 and 16', namely, at the tip ends in the circumferential

direction of the pintle 3. The grooves in the projected form

can suppress the pressure variation of the pressure oil sucked

into the cylinders 10 and 10' from the low pressure ports 16 and

16' and the pressure variation at the time when the pressure oil

at high pressure discharged from the cylinders 10 and 10' flows

into the high pressure ports 15 and 15'.

As shown in FIG. 7A to FIG. 7D, the cancel ports 20a,

20b, 20a' and 20b' are connected to the high pressure ports 15

and 15', and the ports 25a, 25b, 25a' and 25b' for low pressure

are connected to the low pressure ports 16 and 16'.

FIG. 6A shows a pressure state of the pressure oil in the

drain channel 22, the port 25a for low pressure, the high

pressure port 15, the port 25b for low pressure, the cancel port

20a', the low pressure port 16', the cancel port 20b', and the

drain channel 22 when taken along the cutting-plane line 6A-6A
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i„ FIG. 5. FIG. 6B shows the pressure s.a.e of .he pressure oil

th . drain chaunel 22, .he cance, por. 20a, .he low pressure

porl !6, .he cancel por, 20b, .he por, 25a- for low pressure, the

nigh pressure por, W. the por, 25b' for low pressure, and ,he

5 drain channel 22 when lak.n along ,he culting plane line 6B-6B

in FIG. 5.

As shown in FIG. 6A, by setting a wid.h H of th. high

pressure por, 15 and widths d of land portions front side edges

of ,he high pressure por, 15,0 the pons 25a and 25b fo, low

10 pressure, a pressing force of ,he pressure oil of .he high

pressure port 15 which acts on the pin.le 3 can be expressed as a

,. Namelv it can be assumed thai as

function of a porl area Al. Namely,

for lh . pressure at the time of the pressure oil of the high

pressure por, 15 ac.ing on the pintle 3, the pressure for the

15 widlh H is applied .0 .he high pressure por, 15 part as i, is, and

, h . pressure in the land portions is dislribu.ed while decreasing

,. a shape of a gradient of a hypotenuse of a right-angled

lriang ,e in ... area from the high pressure par, of the high

pressure port to the low pressure parts of the ports 25a and 25b

20 for low pressure.

Consequently, if it is assumed that the area on which the

pressure oil of the high pressure port acts is the port area Al, it

HhvA i = H + d/2 + d/2 = H + d. The lengths

is expressed by Al .
n -r u /

in lhe circumferential direction of the high pressure pons 15

25 a „d 15' in lhe pintle are necessary as ,h. port area, bu, if it is
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assume d that the ,e„g,s .. -—" •'"»

high pressure ports 15 and 15' arc fixed, the port area can

jessed as,he function of, he ahove-described rCation- He

width direction of the cutting-plane line A-A.

20a' and 20b' can be expressed by A2 . I

, H / 2^ - 2h + 2d when it is assumed that the widths

(d / 2 + h + d / 2) - + *

of , he cance, ports 20a, 20b, 20a' and ,0,'are h, , he widths

10 d , lbe widrhs front the cance, ports 20a and 20. to the ,ow

ports to the pons 25b and 25a' for >ow pressure are d.

The width d front the cance, ports to the drain ehanneU,

portis formed,ohee q
ua,a,the,ef,a„d,herigh,,a„d,hew,d,h

, d,h dl and the width d2 can he formed ,0 differ

20 whereby the width dl ana

from each other.

.eradin, direction acting on the pin„e 3 hV the pressure on of

, hehig h pressure ports 15 and „• can he ba.anced b, the cance,

25 pons 20a, 20b, 20a' and 20,,. By using the ports 25a,
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25a' and 25b' for low pressure having the same port area as the

port area of the low pressure ports 16 and 16', the radial force

acting on the pintle 3 by the low pressure ports 16 and 16' can

be similarly balanced.

5 In addition, when a motor and an alternating type of

pump are used as the radial type hydraulic machine, even if the

high pressure port functions as the low pressure port by the

rotating direction of the cylinder block, the cancel ports can be

always opposed to the high pressure ports, and the ports for low

LO pressure can be always opposed to the low pressure ports, as a

result of forming the ports 25a, 25b, 25a' and 25b' for low

pressure. In the embodiment shown in FIG. 1, the ports for

low pressure into which the pressure oil of the low pressure

port is introduced are not formed at the regions of the pintle to

15 which the low pressure port opposes, namely, at the regions of

both side portions of the high pressure port, but the ports for

low pressure can be formed. The present invention in

application is not limited to the above-described embodiment,

but the present invention also includes the constitutions which

20 the person skilled in the art can properly apply thereto.


